YOUR DOOR, YOUR DESIGN
DIGITAL PRINTING ON DOORS

STANDARD DESIGNS
This is a comprehensive set of standard designs which are most frequently used for the surface
finish of doors. The standard styles include the wood imitations range commonly supplied using
foils. All our wood patterns are original and are derived from real wood.
(Visit www.yourdooruk.co.uk for full range.)

Birke Rose

Eiche

Sapeli
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STANDARD DESIGNS

Amaretto cherry

Oregon

KR17ST007

KR18ST012

Macore

Natural oak

KR18ST017

KR18ST020

Winchester

Red siena

KR18ST021

KR18ST022

Grey oak

Anteak

KR18ST023

KR18ST025
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EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS
Exclusive styles are designed and created by our company to satisfy the growing demand for
innovative door design, for example the rusted steel sheet Corten and the Magic Circles in
different colour-ways, the industrial look of Diamond Plate, and a variety of vector art work.
There are no limitations for using the new digital print technology, therefore our offer of exclusive
styles is widening constantly and, therefore, will accommodate the changing demands of our
customers, architects and designers.
(Visit www.yourdooruk.co.uk for full range.)

Magic circles KR17EX041

Corten KR17EX004

Douglas
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EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS

Brick wall

Concrete texture

KR17EX011ARBRICKS020

KR17EX012

Copper oak

Swiss stone pine

KR17EX015ARWOOD026

KR17EX017ARWOOD037

Quarry stones

Magic circles

KR17EX039

KR17EX041

Diamond plate

Firewood

KR18EX056

KR17EX001
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UNICO DESIGNS
The Unico collection features 10 unique styles specially commissioned by the leading designer, Iva
Bastlová. The geometric nature and the perspective of the design takes a one-dimensional image
into a 3D design, making them the ideal choice for modern buildings to highlight their original
look.
The simple but refined designs some with a combination of wood and concrete, will turn the
classic garage door into an original element of the house. If you like the designs but the original
colour/shade is not right for your house, it can be easily adjusted to your desired colour.
(Visit www.yourdooruk.co.uk for full range.)

Unico 2

Unico 4

Unico 8
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UNICO DESIGNS

UNICO #1

UNICO #2

UNICO #5

UNICO #6

UNICO #7

UNICO #8

UNICO #9

UNICO #10
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NEXT GEN DESIGNS
Next Gen feature designs developed in cooperation with university design students. These are
very diverse and modern motifs that predict the direction that door print could go in the future.
It is a reflection of the modern technologies as seen by the coming generation. All designs can be
customised according to the customer’s wishes.
(Visit www.yourdooruk.co.uk for full range.)

Next Gen 7

Next Gen 9

Next Gen 3
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NEXT GEN DESIGNS

Next Gen #1

Next Gen #2

Next Gen #3

Next Gen #4

Next Gen #5

Next Gen #7

Next Gen #8

Next Gen #9
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METAL DESIGNS
The Metal collection features 11 unique styles, designed and created to satisfy the growing
demand for innovative and artistic door design. The range houses a variety of metal styles with a
modern twist, guaranteed to add a unique flair when carefully matched to both rustic and modern
homes.
Designs can be matched with their surroundings, blending into a rustic setting while offering all
the benefits of a highly specified modern door. On the contrary, designs can also be selected to
boldly stand out by sitting in contrast with the home, offering a striking appearance that truly
makes a statement. (Visit www.yourdooruk.co.uk for full range.)

Metal Design #1

Metal Design #2

Metal Design #4
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METAL DESIGNS

Metal Design #3

Metal Design #5

Metal Design #6

Metal Design #7

Metal Design #8

Metal Design #9

Metal Design #10

Metal Design #11
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INDIVIDUAL DESIGNS
In case of Individual Designs everything is in the customer’s or architect’s hands. We need only
to receive your image in a vector format or picture data. In case of pictures there is of course a
basic rule – the bigger resolution the picture the better is the final print. The printer is capable to
print up to 360 dpi, for quality printing at least 200 dpi should be sufficient. The graphics data are
processed subsequently in our prepress department and after that printed out on your particular
door. Your individual design certainly won’t be passed on to any third party. So, you can rest
assured that the customer receives a truly individual, superb door, to their own unique design.
The Individual Design option is also an ideal option for commercial or industrial doors where it is
possible to print the company logo, graphics relevant to the business, or numbering of door rows,
adverts, or text. (Visit www.yourdooruk.co.uk for examples.)
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Batten boards

Tropical

Grand prix

TV Test Pattern

Cloud Castle

Geisha

Graffiti
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TECHNOLOGY: HIGH SPEED 3-AXIS INK PRINTER
WITH UV-CURING AND PASS-THROUGH PAINTING BOX.
Totally new and worldwide unique technology using digital ink printing with UV lamp curing is
based upon ink applying on a door panel. This technique prevents the occurrence of surface
tension of the panel material, especially at the bending spots and sharp edges (e.g. on groove and
cassette panels).
Subsequently the final digital print is varnished by a matt PUR lacquer. The resulting surface
offers so a high resistance both against UV light rays and against scratching and abrasion.
The printing technology is capable to work in 3 axes with 360 dpi resolution which offers a superb
print quality of the door panel. This resolution is unique for the use on sectional door panels.
This brochure shows just some of the designs available, and new ones are added all the time,
please visit the website to see the full range, and full details of the YOURDOOR automated garage
door systems.
www.yourdooruk.co.uk
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PRINTABLE PANEL DESIGN:

Flat without grooves

The print options are almost unlimited. It's possible to print various wood imitations, concrete imitation, stainless
steel imitations, any pictures, photos, writings, company logos etc. We cooperate with leading European designers
and architects to prepare the digital print data.
Maximum printing length of the panel is 7500 mm.
Printable surface type: smooth.
Printable panel designs: flat.
It is also possible to re-print the panels after some time according to customer's wish (e.g. change of house design
or new fashion)
The impact of UV light rays and other climatic influences was tested in specialized test labs with outstanding
result equivalent to 10 years lifetime.
We have our own design team and we keep following new trends.
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10 REASONS TO CHOOSE DURA PRINT TECHNOLOGY

1.

Worldwide unique technology for printing on garage
and industrial doors.

2.

Utility model patented.

3.

Unlimited possibilities and options of print styles.

4.

Anyone can order a door with an Individual Design with the
guarantee that no other identical door will be produced.

5.

10 years guarantee for surface finish (5 years in saline
environments).

6.

All panel types and surfaces printable up to 360 dpi resolution.

7.

Printable accessories such as aluminium windows frames, etc.

8.

Possibility of reprinting the panels after a period of time.

9.

Applicable for industrial doors, e.g. company logos.

10. Always precisely made to measure.

In cooperation with:

Member of the:

Find us in:

UK 05/19-1. Subject to misprints, errors and technical changes.
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